
 

WinLov2.0.9.rar is a compressed file type that consists of an encrypted archive file of several files, usually written to disk by the Gnu tar utility using the XZ or lzma compressed format for faster, but larger archives. The WinLov2.0.9 file extension is only one possible filename extension of the WinLov2.0.9 archive, but other extensions are possible as well (such as .rar or .tar). The name "WinLov"
refers to the Windows Live app on Windows Mobile and Android, which can be used with Microsoft servers to synchronize contacts and messaging between devices (including Macs). Encryption software called WinLov is used to compress the files into an archive that can then be shared or transferred between users. While WinLov 2.0.9 is easily decompressed, the downloaded file also contains a
hidden file with a registry-encoded password which can be used to decrypt the archive using a free utility called WinLovDecryptor. The program requires only a text editor and graphical user interface, and can even run from a USB flash drive without installation on windows computers. File name: [ [ http://www.winlovdecryptor.com WinLov Decryptor ] ] - [ [ http://www. winlov.us WinLov2 ] ]
Publisher: [ [ http://www.winlovdecryptor.com WinLov Decryptor ] ] - [ [ http://www.winlov.us WinLov2 ] ]

  The file format of this archive is not publicly documented, but the project WinLovDecryptor has released a program to decrypt the archive contents. This program is free software protected under the GNU General Public License with source code available on GitHub. A user can use WinLovDecryptor to decrypt the archive and view the contents without having to install anything on their computer.
The tool is small and can be placed on a USB flash drive so that it can be used on any computer without installation. It allows people who have never heard of this format before to easily open and use the archive if they wish. WinLovDecryptor 1.0 supports two different algorithms, a newer one called 'crypto_ccmp' and an older one called 'crypto_aes'. It has been discovered that a very large subset of
WinLov 2.0. 9 archives use 'crypto_ccmp' as an encryption algorithm and thus, the program only supports the older algorithm. To create a WinLov2.0.9 archive, a user must encrypt their files with WinLov to create a .lzma file. This file must be a computer-readable archive containing a folder called 'in'. This folder must include a file called 'header' containing metadata about the archive contents. It
may also contain one or more files named '#xx' where xx is a number from 00 to 99 to create additional levels of encryption. The first 100 bytes of each encrypted archive files must begin with 4-byte ASCII string representing the ZIP64 magic "M!LR".
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